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ABSTRACT In wireless charging systems, the H-bridge converter’s switching frequency is set close to the
system’s natural resonance for achieving optimized zero voltage switching (ZVS). Variations to the system’s
natural resonance are commonly tracked by following the changes in the resonant current’s polarity, i.e.,
current zero-crossings. The main implementation challenge is accounting for the time delay between the real
monitored current and the final resulting switches’ commutations. This becomes critical at high switching
frequencies, particularly when the magnetic coupling and loading vary widely. This paper proposes an auto-
resonant detection method that continuously ensures optimized ZVS turn-on with the minimal circulating
current over the operable range of magnetic coupling and load. The suggested implementation provides
two split variable references for the resonant frequency detection, which adaptatively compensate for the
propagation delay based on the resonant current slope. The auto-resonant scheme is benchmarked against
the commonly employed method with fixed current detection references. The results highlight the auto-
resonant strategy’s advantages, namely extended operable range, wider ZVS turn-on region, ease start-up, and
improved DC-to-DC efficiency. The auto-resonant features and functionality are verified experimentally with
a 200 W low-voltage e-bike wireless charger. Finally, the benefits of the presented method are analytically
explored for high-power applications by considering the H-bridge semiconductor losses of a state-of-art
50 kW wireless charging system.

INDEX TERMS Control, H-bridge converter, inductive power transfer, inverter, resonant converters, soft-
switching, wireless charging, zero voltage switching.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless power transfer (WPT) systems have gained popu-
larity in several battery charging applications such as im-
plantable medical devices [1], consumer electronics [2], un-
manned aerial vehicles [3], electric vehicles (EVs) [4]–[6],
and maritime transportation [7], [8]. These applications gen-
erally work at different power levels, ranging from a few watts
to hundreds of kilowatts. Nevertheless, most wireless charging
systems work through non-radiative mid-range or near-field
WPT that uses an electromagnetic field. This field’s typical
frequency can be in the order of kilohertz up to several mega-
hertz [9]. According to [10], these applications are not suitable

for the far-field microwave power transfer because of its di-
rectional nature and, more importantly, due to the more strin-
gent human safety limits since the field’s frequency is in the
order of gigahertz. In high power applications, the magnetic
field is commonly used to transfer energy between the power
source and the receiving device [11], also named the primary
and secondary circuits. This technology is called inductive
power transfer (IPT) because the magnetic field exchange
is realized through coupled coils. If passive components are
used to compensate for the coils’ reactive power, the IPT
system becomes a resonant circuit that uses magnetic resonant
coupling.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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FIGURE 1. An IPT system with series-series (S-S) compensation: (a) Main circuit schematic; (b) Equivalent high-frequency circuit.

High power conversion efficiency is reached in a typi-
cal IPT system with magnetic resonant coupling by operat-
ing the circuit close to its natural resonant frequency such
that the circulating reactive power is minimized. This can
be achieved by controlling the operating frequency of the
commonly employed H-bridge converter, of which a typi-
cal circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 1. A small amount
of reactive current would flow in the circuit by setting the
operating frequency slightly higher than the natural resonant
frequency. This current should be high enough to guarantee
the converter’s switches to operate in soft-switching condi-
tion, i.e., zero voltage switching (ZVS) turn-on. This optimum
frequency de-tuning would benefit not only the efficiency
of the inverter but also the high-frequency electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) of the radiated magnetic field since the
soft-switching operation reduces overshoots and ringing in the
inverter’s voltage and current waveforms. Consequently, to
ensure high efficiency and adequate EMC, it is fundamental
to accurately track the resonant frequency of the system.

In a practical implementation, the natural resonant fre-
quency of an IPT system varies from the theoretical value
due to the components’ manufacturing tolerance, degradation,
temperature rise, and more importantly, because of the change
in the coils’ equivalent self-inductance seen by the circuit
which is mainly caused by different magnetic coupling con-
ditions. Consequently, the frequency of the optimized ZVS
point also varies and it must be tracked such that it is always
matched by the inverter’s operating frequency.

The most common methods to track the resonant frequency
of IPT systems are summarized in Table I. The most com-
monly used tracking method is performed by tuning the ac-
tive switching commands of the H-bridge converter with the
changing of polarity of the resonant tank current as described

in [23]–[31], i.e. by identifying the current’s zero crossings.
The main reasons are its implementation simplicity since it
does not require communication between the primary and
the secondary circuit and its fast reaction time. However, in
a practical implementation, the necessary signal processing
and measurement devices of the feedback controller intro-
duces a time delay between the real monitored current and
the final switches’ commutation instants. It becomes critical
to account for this delay when the circuit operates at high
switching frequencies. Several researchers on traditional res-
onant converters have analyzed this issue [32]–[35], and their
solutions employ dedicated circuits such as the phase-leading
RL network [32]–[34] and the hysteresis-band compensation
network [32]. Besides the traditional resonant converters, it is
also interesting to evaluate how the propagation delay affects
specifically IPT systems’ performance, where, the magnetic
coupling between the main coils and the loading conditions
can vary in a wide operating range, which corresponds to
the H-bridge converter’s currents with different amplitude and
resonant frequency. In IPT applications, the delay compensa-
tion has been acknowledged in [17], [19], [23]–[29]. In [23],
[24], the control uses a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
to minimize this propagation delay. However, this solution
would not be cost-effective, especially for low-power wireless
charging systems. In [17], [19], this delay is compensated with
an adjustable reference for the detection, which is not practical
in a real application. On the other hand, [25]–[29] compen-
sate for the propagation time delay by using a RC circuit as
a phase-lead compensator. However, this solution follows a
purely practical approach. Another conventional and simple
way to compensate for this delay is performed by selecting
two conservative (fixed) resonant current switching instants
that guarantees ZVS turn-on for all active semiconductors,
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TABLE I Summary of the Resonant Frequency Tracking Methods for IPT Systems. These Methods Have Two Possible Implementations. The First Option
Uses Variable Passive Compensation and Fixed Operating Frequency. The Second Option Has Fixed Passive Circuits, and It Varies the Converter’s
Operating Frequency

i.e. by forcing the circuit operation in the resonant tank’s
inductive region for all operating conditions. However, the
forced operation too deeply in the inductive region may cause
start-up problems in some operating points. Additionally, this
strategy may cause low power conversion efficiency because
an unnecessary large circulating reactive power will result at
higher magnetic coupling and it will become critical at partial
load conditions.

This paper proposes a time delay compensation method
starting from an analytical and theoretical point of view.
This results in a natural resonant frequency tracking method,
named here as auto-resonant detection method, for the H-
bridge converter used in IPT systems that is able to dynam-
ically optimize the ZVS operation over different coils’ cou-
pling and loading conditions, i.e., it ensures a ZVS operation
with minimal circulating reactive power. This method is self-
calibrated by taking the information of the resonant tank cur-
rent slope. Additionally, this paper highlights the advantages
and impact of this delay’s compensation in wireless charging
systems which are particularly relevant for this application
since the coils’ coupling and the load can vary considerably.

The contributions of this paper are the following:
� A review on the resonant frequency tracking control

methods used in IPT applications (see Table I).
� The analytical proof that the delay compensation is di-

rectly proportional to the inverter’s current slope.
� The circuit implementation of the above-mentioned

property as a feature of the auto-resonant control, vali-
dated both with simulations and experimentally.

� The benchmark of the auto-resonant control against the
ZVS resonant converter’s feedback control that uses con-
stant detection levels when considering the application
of e-bikes’ wireless charging.

� The analytical proof that the proposed control can miti-
gate the semicondutor losses of the H-bridge converter’s
switches in a state-of-art 50 kW wireless charger.

It is important to point out that the proposed auto-resonant
method defining the optimized ZVS switching instants can be
adapted and utilized in most known feedback control schemes
used in IPT systems. As described in [31], [36]–[38], non-
isolated DC-DC converters or active H-bridge converters with
appropriate feedback control loop for regulating the battery
charging power could be implemented while the resonant con-
verter’s voltage gain could be tuned such that the efficiency
of the resonant circuit is maximized. Therefore, the proposed
auto-resonant method could be used for controlling the res-
onant converter voltage gain with the optimized ZVS while
achieving the minimum circulating reactive current.

This paper is organized as follows. A design guideline
for the converter controllability required by the auto-resonant
detection method is proposed in Section II which is valid
for the series-series (S-S) compensation network. Section III
demonstrates analytically that the required delay compensa-
tion depends on the slope of the resonant tank current at the
zero-crossing. The auto-resonant detection’s implementation,
the nominal operating waveforms, and the start-up strategy
are also discussed. In Section IV, the circuit in Fig. 1 is
simulated with the auto-resonant scheme while considering
the application of e-bikes’ wireless charging. Additionally,
the proposed auto-resonant detection method is benchmarked
against the traditional fixed reference scheme. In Section V,
the auto-resonant detection functionality is demonstrated ex-
perimentally with a 200 W e-bike wireless charging prototype.
The benefits for higher power applications are discussed in
Section VI, when considering a state-of-art 50 kW wireless
charger. Conclusions are summarized in Section VII.

II. DESIGN GUIDELINE - INVERTER CONTROLLABILITY
In H-bridge resonant converters, the ZVS turn-on of the MOS-
FETs can be achieved by operating in the equivalent inductive
region of the resonant tank, i.e., when the converter’s current
lags the generated square wave voltage.
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However, in inductive power transfer systems with mag-
netic resonant coupling, it might happen that the system
has multiple resonant frequencies, which means that φ(Zin)
is equal to zero for multiple frequencies and not only for
the designed resonant frequency. This phenomenon takes the
name of bifurcation or frequency splitting. It was first ob-
served in [39], [40], then [21], [41]–[45] researched more
on the topic. When bifurcation occurs, setting the H-bridge
converter’s operating frequency slightly higher than the nat-
ural resonance would place the operation in the equivalent
capacitive region of the resonant tank that translates into a
hard switching turn-on of the active switches.

To ensure that the ZVS turn-on of the H-bridge converter
is achieved by operating at a frequency higher than the res-
onance, the S-S compensation network must operate for RL

values larger than RL,bi f defined in (1).

RL,bi f = π2

8
ω0L2

√
2(1 −

√
1 − k2) (1)

If the condition RL>RL,bi f is always satisfied, the auto-
resonant detection method will guarantee the ZVS turn-on for
the whole output characteristic employed by the load.

III. AUTO-RESONANT DETECTION METHOD
A. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Taking as a reference Fig. 1(a), the ZVS turn-on of the active
semiconductors can be achieved by switching the converter’s
legs before the zero-crossing of IAB. In particular, [46]–[49]
define in (2) the minimum amount of current IOFF necessary
to completely discharge the drain-source capacitance Cds of
the MOSFET in one bridge-leg, being the switched voltage
Vds,of f = Vin, and tdead the switching dead-time.

IOFF >
2 · CdsVin

tdead
(2)

Similarly to [23]–[31], the turn-off current IOFF can be
tracked accurately by a zero-crossing detection circuit that
senses the resonant tank’s current iAB, which detects when
iAB = |IOFF |, and sends the control signals to the H-bridge
converter’s gate drivers. In particular, the detection of IOFF

can be realized by using two differential comparators of which
one is used for the positive slope and the other for the negative
slope of iAB. By assuming that the measured current signal is
vi,A and that VIOFF corresponds to the measurement of IOFF ,
theoretically the ZVS turn-on is achieved when the compara-
tors’ references Vre f +, Vre f − are equal to |VIOFF |. An example
of these signals is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the operating
frequency of iAB is 85 kHz and IOFF = 2 A. Thereby, the
detection instant of IOFF would vary if either the amplitude or
the frequency of iAB changes, which is shown by t1, t2 and t3.
The comparators are able to follow this change and to detect
the same IOFF by keeping Vre f + and Vre f − constant at VIOFF .
By selecting IOFF based on the worst operating condition that
maximizes (2), Vre f + and Vre f − do not have to be adjusted
in order to keep the optimized ZVS in different operating
conditions. However, as discussed in Section I, a practical

FIGURE 2. Voltage signal of the sensed resonant current vi,A, and the
references Vref+, Vref− that: (a) detect the current IOFF which guarantees
ZVS turn-on, (b) compensate for the control’s delay �ton, �toff .

implementation needs to take into account the time delay
between the detection times and the gating control signals to
the active semiconductors introduced by the control circuit. It
is interesting to investigate if the fixed references Vre f + and
Vre f − in Fig. 2(a) can effectively compensate also for this
propagation delay.

The total delay �t is generally in the order of hundreds
of nanoseconds ( ns), which might not be negligible in high-
frequency applications where the resonance period becomes
comparable to the delay times. As a first approximation, �t
is considered to be constant, which is reasonable for a certain
temperature and supply voltage of the typically used analog
electronics. Additionally, it is assumed that the delay time
in the detection of the positive slope of iAB is �ton, while
for the negative slope is �tof f . This means that Vre f + must
compensate for the delay �ton, and Vre f − must compensate
for the delay �tof f . Considering the zero-crossing of the two
slopes separately has the potential to account for possible
asymmetries in the current waveform and the differences that
might exist in the on-/off-reaction times of the components.
Even though �ton and �tof f are constant, Fig. 2(b) shows that
the value of Vre f + and Vre f − should vary to compensate for the
same delay if the amplitude of iAB changes. A similar variation
in Vre f + and Vre f − would be also necessary if the frequency
of iAB varies. This implies that the fixed voltage references
used in Fig. 2(a) do not effectively detect IOFF in a real circuit
where the propagation delay is present.

In [50], it has been demonstrated mathematically that the
reference voltage level that compensates for the delay time
depends on the slope of the current iAB in the proximity of
the zero-crossing. This is valid if the converter’s current iAB

approximates a sinusoid which can be expressed as

iAB = iAB(t ) =
√

2IAB sin(2π f t ) =
√

2IAB sin(ωt ) (3)

This analysis relies on the small angle approximation for
which a sinusoidal waveform can be approximated as a linear
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curve in the proximity of its zero-crossing:

sin(ωt ) ≈ ωt
�

−π
6 < (ωt + a T

2 ) < π
6 (∀a ∈ Z)

(4)

By using these assumptions, the measured current signal
vi,A can be approximated as in (5).

vi,A(t ) =
√

2Vi,A sin(ωt ) ≈
√

2Vi,Aωt (5)

As a result, the reference voltages Vre f + and Vre f − that respec-
tively compensate for the delays �ton and �tof f are shown in
(6) and (7), where d

dt vi,A is the time derivative of the measured
current signal in the vicinity of the vi,A zero-crossing. This
means that the reference voltage that compensates the time
delay depends on the slope of the current at the zero-crossing.

Vre f + ≈
√

2Vi,Aω�ton = d

dt
vi,A(t )�ton = Vdi f f + (6)

Vre f − ≈
√

2Vi,Aω�tof f = d

dt
vi,A(t )�tof f = Vdi f f − (7)

From this analysis, the concept of the auto-resonant detec-
tion method has been created, which is appropriate for IPT
applications where the operating conditions are not constant.
For instance, the amplitude and frequency of the H-bridge’s
current iAB vary due to changes in the coil’s mangetic coupling
or in the loading condition. The auto-resonant scheme adapts
the references for the detection of iAB based on the slope of the
current at the zero-crossing to compensate continuously for
the control’s propagation delay such that the optimized ZVS
point is tracked accurately.

This concept is based on the assumption that the converter’s
current has a sinusoidal shape such that the first harmonic
approximation is valid. This assumption is reasonable for
IPT systems that employ a S-S compensation because the
converter’s current also flows through the primary resonant
circuit that acts as a low-pass filter. Moreover, the same cur-
rent flows through the primary coil which cannot be highly
distorted because, in that case, the radiate electromagnetic
field could cause serious EMC issues. On the other hand,
when the double-sided LCC is used as a compensation [47],
the resonant tank’s current might be distorted due to the pres-
ence of multiple resonant frequencies of the passive circuit. In
that case, the measured current signal could be filtered out
(e.g. with a low-pass filter) such that only its fundamental
component is used in the auto-resonant scheme. After that,
the relationship between the optimized ZVS point and the
current’s fundamental component could be found depending
on the distortion level of the current.

Summarizing, it has been found that the optimized ZVS
point can be continuously tracked by the detection reference
Vre f which is composed of two terms, as shown in (8). The
first term VIOFF is fixed and contributes to the detection of
the turn-off current IOFF in (2) which is shown in Fig. 2(a).
On the other hand, the second term Vdi f f is variable and it dy-
namically compensates for the delay introduced by the control
circuit. This variable reference has been shown in Fig. 2(b)

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the auto-resonant detection method.

and, according to (6) and (7), its value depends on the slope
of iAB at the zero-crossing and on the delay time �t introduced
by the control.

Vre f = VIOFF︸ ︷︷ ︸
f ixed

+ Vdi f f︸ ︷︷ ︸
variable

(8)

The generic references Vre f , Vdi f f and delay time �t are
used when it is not required in the discussion to distinguish
between the positive and the negative slope of iAB.

B. IMPLEMENTATION: NOMINAL OPERATION AND
START-UP
The auto-resonant scheme generates the control signals for the
MOSFETs of the H-bridge converter in Fig. 1(a). The current
iAB is taken as the input signal, while the output signals that
control the converter are Q and Q. The signal Q controls the
switches S1 and S4, while Q controls the switches S2 and
S3. The block diagram of the proposed control is shown in
Fig. 3, and the circuits used in each block are shown in Fig. 4.
The converter current iAB is measured, and the correspondent
signal Vi,B is used to create the references Vre f + and Vre f −.
According to (8), both voltage references are composed of the
fixed term VIOFF and the variable term Vdi f f . The fixed term
VIOFF is given by the optimized ZVS point of the MOSFET
which can be calculated through (2). The variable term Vdi f f

depends on the derivative of iAB at the zero-crossing, and it can
be calculated according to (6) and (7). To realize the variable
voltage Vdi f f , the implementation uses a differentiator circuit,
which output is

Vo,B = −Cdi f f Rdi f f
dVi,B

dt
(9)

The derivative Vo,B is then rectified and filtered. The last fil-
tering stage composed of R2, C2 and R4, C4 smooths out the
ripple of the rectified voltage signals. However, the dynamic
behavior of Vdi f f is important because it needs to reflect
the instantaneous variations in the slope of iAB that might
occur during transients. This means that the time constant
of the filter must have the same order of magnitude as the
switching period. The two terms VIOFF and Vdi f f are then
summed to achieve the reference voltage Vre f in (8). Once the
parameters are tuned, the detection must be evaluated at k =
kmax to verify if the inverter switches at the optimized ZVS
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FIGURE 4. Implementation of the auto-resonant detection method based on the block diagram of Fig. 3.

point for the implemented Vre f . If that is not the case, the
passive components must be re-tuned until the desired IOFF

is reached. It is preferable to start the parameters tuning from
the maximum coupling condition because, thereby, the S-S
compensation network requires a converter’s resonant current
with relatively low amplitude that might complicate the reach-
ing of the steady-state operation. After that, the control can be
validated and fine-tuned for the minimum-allowed alignment
condition (k = kmin).

The resulting references Vre f + and Vre f − are compared to
the other measured signal Vi,A to detect |IOFF |. As a result,
the outputs are the two square waves V+ and V− produced
by the analog comparators, which are qualitatively shown in
Fig. 5(a). The signals V+ and V− might overlap because they
are completely independent of each other. Considering that V+
is the control signal related to the positive slope zero-crossing
of iAB, while V− is related to the negative slope zero-crossing
of iAB, the part of interest of V+ and V− is just the one related
to their rising edge. Therefore, to guarantee that there is no
overlap, V+ and V− are shortened into the pulses p1 and p2,
which only focus on their parts of interest. The qualitative
representation of p1 and p2 is shown in Fig. 5(b). After this,
the intervals of time in which p1 and p2 assume the high value
are again extended, such that each signal becomes low as soon
as the other one becomes high. This is implemented through
a latch circuit. Finally, the last step consists in setting up the
optimal tdead because, as explained in [49], it is important that

tdead is long enough to ensure the actual ZVS turn-on but, at
the same time, tdead must be over before iAB changes polarity
such that the current flow would naturally switch from the
anti-parallel diode to the MOSFET. At this point, the gating
signals Q and Q are created, and they are sent to the gate
drivers. Their qualitative representation is shown in Fig. 5(c).

This concept of auto-resonant detection method can be im-
plemented using analog components. The analog implemen-
tation complicates the start-up of the power transfer because,
when iAB is zero, the comparators will not work. Therefore,
to start the power transfer, the circuit needs to excite the
flow of IAB. A start-up circuit is used to create the starting
short pulses p1,start and p2,start , which initially substitute the
nominal p1 and p2. These starting pulses are generated by the
timed oscillator LCM555 such that their frequency is slightly
higher than the nominal. This ensures that the operation is
in the inductive region of the resonant tank. As soon as the
detection circuit creates the output signals V+ and V−, the
start-up is disabled, p1,start and p2,start are stopped, and the
nominal operation takes place.

IV. CIRCUIT SIMULATIONS
As a first proof of concept, the proposed start-up strategy
and the auto-resonant scheme in Fig. 4 has been validated
through simulations of the circuit in Fig. 1 adapted to the
prototype of a 200 W e-bike charger which will be discussed
in Section V. The simulations have been executed in LT Spice
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FIGURE 5. Qualitative waveforms of the auto-resonant detection scheme
that refer to the block diagram in Fig. 1(c). (a) Comparators’ output
voltages V+, V−. (b) Short pulses p1, p2. (c) Output signals Q, Q to control
the gate driver.

TABLE II Parameters of the 200 W E-Bike Laboratory Set-Up Which Have
Been Used for Both Simulated and Experimental Results

with a maximum time step of 10 ns. An inductance of 1 nH is
placed between the drain pins of the high-side MOSFETs and
the source pins of the low-side MOSFETs for representing an
equivalent parasitic inductance due to the wiring of the printed
circuit board (PCB) and the components’ package leads. The
circuit parameters used are shown in Table II which describe
the laboratory prototype discussed in Section V. From Ta-
ble II, it is possible to notice that the equivalent values of
the self-inductances L1 and L2 of the practical IPT system
are dependent on the magnetic coupling k. This means that,
for the same compensation capacitance, the natural resonant
frequency of the system would vary. For instance, the resonant
frequency of the primary resonant circuit would vary from
81.1 kHz to 85.9 kHz when the magnetic coupling changes
from k=0.266 to k=0.147. Since the operating frequency of
the inverter is going to be slightly higher than the resonant
frequency, the values of C1, C2 and Vbatt have been chosen

FIGURE 6. Frequency-domain analysis of the efficiency ηDC−to−DC, output
power Pout , and phase �(IAB ) at: (a) k=0.147, (b) k=0.201, (c) k=0.266.

TABLE III Example of Delays Introduced by ICs and the Gate Driver

such that the frequency that maximizes the DC-to-DC effi-
ciency of the IPT system is slightly higher than the resonant
frequency for the entire k range as shown in Fig. 6, for the
target Pout = 200 W.

To match the target output power of 200 W at different mag-
netic coupling, the input voltage of the converter Vin can be
controlled through a DC/DC converter as shown in Fig. 1. The
input voltage source Vdc−link with the DC/DC converter has
been modeled as a controllable DC power supply Vs with the
series resistance Rs. On the other hand, the constant-voltage
behavior of the battery has been modeled as a DC power
supply set at 40 V with the series resistance Rs.

The total delay introduced by the control circuit is estimated
in Table III based on the circuit implementation in Fig. 4.
There is a small unbalance between the on- and off- reaction
time of the components, and this can be accounted for by
treating separately the detection of the positive and negative
slope, as discussed in Section III. In the simulations, �tof f

and �tof f of Table III have been imposed to the gating con-
trol signals Q and Q as shown in Fig. 2(b). Additionally, by
solving (2) for the worst case scenario, the ZVS turn-on can
be achieved for IOFF = 2 A with tdead = 150 ns.

Fig. 7 shows the simulated waveform at k = 0.266,
which have been achieved by imposing Vs = 42.8 V. At
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FIGURE 7. Circuit simulations that use the auto-resonant detection method at k=0.266 and Pout = 200 W (Vs = 41.6 V, fsw = 81.1 kHz). Circuit waveforms
measured: (a) Converter’s output voltage VAB and current IAB, (b) Detection voltage references Vref+ and Vref−.

FIGURE 8. Circuit simulations that use the auto-resonant detection method at k=0.147 and Pout = 200 W (Vs = 27.6 V, fsw = 84.9 kHz). Circuit waveforms
measured: (a) Converter’s output voltage VAB and current IAB, (b) Detection voltage references Vref+ and Vref−.

FIGURE 9. Circuit simulations that use the auto-resonant detection
method at k=0.266: (a) output power Pout from the start-up to the
steady-state operation, (b) starting pulses p1,start , p2,start and nominal
pulses p1, p2.

the steady-state operation, it is possible to detect IOFF with
Vre f −,Vre f + = ±3.6 V. On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows the
simulated waveform at k=0.147, which have been achieved
by imposing Vs = 27.8 V. While for this magnetic cou-
pling condition, it is possible to detect the same IOFF with

FIGURE 10. Circuit simulations that use the auto-resonant detection
method at k=0.147: (a) output power Pout from the start-up to the
steady-state operation, (b) starting pulses p1,start , p2,start and nominal
pulses p1, p2.

Vre f −,Vre f + = ±6.4 V at the steady-state operation. Thanks
to the dynamic change of Vre f + and Vre f −, the ZVS turn-on
is achieved for the steady-state operation and for the majority
of the start-up transient. The hard switching operation during
a few switching cycles does not affect the low voltage silicon
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FIGURE 11. Circuit simulations that use the resonant frequency tracking
with fixed reference for the zero-crossing detection. Circuit waveforms: (a)
at k=0.147 with Vref+, Vref− tuned at k=0.266, (b) at k=0.266 with Vref+,
Vref− tuned at k=0.147.

MOSFETs, particularly because of their low switching-energy
loss. Then, Vre f + and Vre f − stabilize to the final value that has
been set automatically by the auto-resonant detection method
depending on the derivative of the primary current at the
zero-crossing.

According to Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10(a), it possible to no-
tice that the target output power of 200 W is reached at the
steady state operation for both values of k. This is achieved by
regulating Vs. Furthermore, Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 10(b) show
that the nominal operation of the auto-resonant control begins
after the starting pulses p1,start and p2,start are sent for a
few switching cycles. Once the amplitude IAB is high enough,
p1,start and p2,start are automatically disabled and the nominal
pulses p1 and p2 take over.

A. COMPARISON WITH THE FEEDBACK CONTROL THAT
USES FIXED REFERENCES
In IPT applications, the detection scheme with fixed or empir-
ically adjustable references is commonly employed due to its
implementation simplicity. These fixed detection references
to the comparators are tuned at either the maximum or mini-
mum coupling condition. It is fundamental to benchmark the
proposed detection method with the traditional scheme that
uses fixed references to verify the advantages. The comparison
has been executed by using the circuit parameters in Table II,
taking as a reference the circuit in Fig. 1(a).

First, the detection circuit with fixed voltage references
has been tuned to achieve the ZVS turn-on at the steady-
state operation for k=0.266, i.e., to the fixed references
Vre f −,Vre f + = ±3.6 V. As a consequence, at that coupling
condition, the circuit waveforms are equivalent to the ones
achieved by using the auto-resonant control. It is more inter-
esting to evaluate the operation at k=0.147, which is shown
in Fig. 11(a). The semiconductor switches would operate in
hard-switching condition because Vre f +, Vre f − are lower than
the ones needed for the ZVS turn-on in Fig. 8(b).

After that, the detection circuit with fixed voltage refer-
ences has been executed by tuning the reference voltages
to achieve the ZVS turn-on at the steady-state operation for
k=0.147, i.e., to the fixed references Vre f −,Vre f + = ±6.4 V.
This means that, at that coupling condition, the circuit wave-
forms are equivalent to the ones achieved by using the auto-
resonant scheme. However, Fig. 11(b) shows that the opera-
tion at k=0.266 does not reach the steady-state. This occurs
because the higher voltage references set the operation further
in the inductive region, which lowers the converter current’s
amplitude during the start-up transient. Thus, the current can
become comparable or even lower than the detection value.
This can be critical in low power applications where the am-
plitude of the current is in the same order of magnitude as the
converter’s current. Thereby, the variable detection references
implemented in the auto-resonant method are essential for
enabling the start-up of the power transfer. Besides, in high
power applications, this behavior leads to unnecessary circu-
lating reactive power and higher switch-off current that lower
the power transfer efficiency. This is preliminary investigated
in Section VI.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
After the circuit simulations, it is important to prove the
functionality of the auto-resonant control experimentally.
The 200 W e-bike wireless charging laboratory prototype in
Fig. 12 has been used. The implemented analog auto-resonant
detection method is particularly interesting for the charg-
ing of e-bike since it is cost-effective and, as explained in
Section IV-A, it enables the start-up at this relatively low-
power. When considering an e-bike’s battery with a nominal
voltage of 40 V and the typical amperage of 10 Ah, a 200 W
charger can complete onefull charging cycle in two hours.

The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the main
circuit parameters are summarized in Table II. The primary
and secondary coils are made of a U-shape ferrite core, and
the latter is confined in a sturdy plastic case for mechanic
stability. The primary coil is embedded in a charging tile,
while the secondary coil consists of the double-kick stand
of the bike, as illustrated in Fig. 13(a). The prototype of
the coils is shown in Fig. 13(b), and Fig. 13(c)-(e) repre-
sent the coils’ alignment from the maximum to the minimum
coupling condition correspondent to k=0.266, k=0.20, and
k=0.147, respectively. Since the coils have a similar structure
that resembles a U-shape magnetic core, they have a similar
magnetic field distribution. Consequently, L1 and L2 have a
similar variation trend as shown in Table II when the relative
position between the coils changes. In this configuration, it is
possible to ensure that the primary and the secondary circuits
have similar resonant frequency even at different magnetic
coupling conditions. In this application, it is important to
ensure that the e-bike charging system is operable in a wide
range of coils’ alignments since the cyclist has some freedom
in parking the e-bike. More details on this e-bike charging
station can be found in [51].
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FIGURE 12. Laboratory prototype of a 200 W e-bike wireless charging
system used to test the proposed auto-resonant detection method.

FIGURE 13. Laboratory prototype the main coils used for a 200 W e-bike
wireless charging system. (a). Animation of the e-bike. (b) Overview of the
aligned coils. Coils’ alignment for: (c) k=0.266, (d) k=0.201, (e) k=0.147.

The measured circuit waveforms at k=0.266 are shown in
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, while the measurements at k=0.147 are
shown in Fig. 16. Additionally, the proposed auto-resonant
scheme benchmark against the feedback control with fixed
references is shown in Fig. 17.

A. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The measurements in Fig. 14(a)-(c) and Fig. 16(a)-(c) are in
agreement with the simulations in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respec-
tively. It is possible to notice in Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 16(c)
that the ZVS turn-on is achieved at the steady-state oper-
ation for both coupling factors. The measured propagation
delay introduced by the control circuit has been measured at
different load and coupling conditions in Fig. 14(d),
Fig. 15(b), and Fig. 16(d). These measurements confirm that

the propagation delay can be considered to be constant. How-
ever, to compensate for this delay in different operating con-
ditions, variable Vre f + and Vre f − are needed to detect the op-
timized ZVS point |IOFF | = 2 A. Additionally, the measured
delay has been found to be about 5% lower than the theoretical
delay calculated in Table III. This difference in the time delay
together with the 1% variation of the measured operating
frequency with respect to the simulated one in Section IV
translates into slightly different values of Vre f + and Vre f − with
respect to ones resulting from the simulations.

For the same output power of 200 W, the applied Vs is
around 10% more than the one in Table II used in the sim-
ulations due to the higher losses in the experimental set-up, of
which the main contributions are the core losses of the main
coils that are not considered in the circuit simulations. This
explains the drop in the measured efficiency compared to the
theoretical one in Fig. 6.

During the start-up of both Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 16(b), the
soft switching is partially lost. This could be mitigated by
increasing the value of VIOFF , which is the fixed term of
Vre f in (8). However, this higher reference would eventually
impede the power transfer’s start-up, as shown in Fig. 11(b)
for the fixed frequency case. Knowing that the anti-parallel
diode of low voltage MOSFETs can withstand well reverse
recovery, for the sake of simplicity, it becomes acceptable to
lose the ZVS turn-on for a few switching cycles.

From the measurements in Fig. 14 and Fig. 16, the ef-
fectiveness of the auto-resonant detection method has been
demonstrated at different coils’ magnetic coupling. However,
as explained in Section III-A, the proposed scheme can com-
pensate accurately for the propagation delay also in presence
of load variations. This is shown in the measurements of
Fig. 15 performed by raising Vbatt from 40 V to 50 V with
respect to Fig. 14. This measurement is relevant because, in
the application of e-bikes charging, the load is typically a
Lithium-ion battery which voltage Vbatt rises during the charg-
ing process. Since the S-S compensation has a current-source
behavior, for the same input voltage and magnetic coupling,
the battery current Ibatt remains unvaried as Vbatt increases.
On the other hand, according to the Kirchhoff voltage law
in [49] applied on the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1, the H-bridge
inverter current IAB can be expressed as

ÎAB = − j
π

2
Ibatt

R2 + Vbatt + Ibatt Rs

Ibatt

ω0 M
(10)

According to (10), the amplitude of IAB increases at higher
values of Vbatt while the system’s resonant frequency is not
affected. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), an higher amplitude of
IAB requires an increase in the detection references Vre f + and
Vre f − to compensate for the same propagation delay. This dis-
cussion is supported by the measurement in Fig. 15 performed
at Vbatt = 50 V in which IAB, Vre f + and Vre f − are higher than
in Fig. 14 where Vbatt = 40 V for the same optimized ZVS
point |IOFF | = 2 A.
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FIGURE 14. Measurements performed with the auto-resonant detection method at k=0.266 and Pout = 200 W (Vs = 48 V, Vbatt = 40 V). Measured VAB, IAB,
Vref+, Vref− during: (a) the entire start-up transient; (b) zoom-in on the first start-up cycles; (c) zoom-in on the steady-state operation. (d) Measured
propagation delay between the gating control signals Q, Q and the occurrence of the optimized ZVS point IOFF = 2 A.

FIGURE 15. Measurements performed with the auto-resonant detection method at k=0.266 and Vbatt = 50 V (Vs = 48 V, Pout >200 W). This measurement
shows the circuit waveforms in the presence of an increase in the load voltage with respect to Fig. 14. (a) Measured VAB, IAB, Vref+, Vref−. (b) Measured
propagation delay between the gating control signals Q, Q and the occurrence of the optimized ZVS point IOFF = 2 A.

For what concerns the auto-resonant method benchmark
against the feedback resonant detection scheme with fixed
references, Fig. 17(a)-(b) show the used reference Vre f for
the current detection and the efficiency ηDC−to−DC depend-
ing on k. Fig. 17(a) has been achieved with the proposed
auto-resonant detection, while Fig. 17(b) has been achieved
with the controller that uses fixed references. The proposed
auto-resonant detector adapts the reference voltage automat-
ically depending on k, while the conventional method with

fixed reference voltage is tuned to one of the operating points.
To perform a complete comparison, the fixed reference is
considered to be tuned to each one of the three values of
k. The colored area in the Vre f plots indicates the operating
range of k covered by that controller. The lighter areas denote
that the operation at that reference voltage is possible for
both start-up and steady-state, while the darker ones indicate
that the operation is only possible at steady-state. The auto-
resonant scheme is operable in the whole range of k for both
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FIGURE 16. Measurements performed with the auto-resonant detection method at k=0.147 and Pout = 200 W (Vs = 32.2 V, Vbatt = 40 V). Measured VAB,
IAB, Vref+, Vref− during: (a) the entire start-up transient; (b) zoom-in on the first start-up cycles; (c) zoom-in on the steady-state operation. (d) Measured
propagation delay between the gating control signals Q, Q and the occurrence of the optimized ZVS point IOFF = 2 A.

the start-up and the steady-state. The conventional method
with fixed reference is fully operable only when the refer-
ence is tuned at k=0.266, which corresponds to the minimum
reference value. On the other hand, the e-bike wireless charg-
ing system cannot initiate the power transfer for fixed ref-
erences tuned at either k=0.201 or k=0.147 because of the
higher reference voltage. However, once the charging pro-
cess is put already in the steady-state condition, the detection
would be able to operate with those higher references. Be-
sides the wider operating range, the auto-resonant scheme also
translates into higher power transfer efficiency η, up to 1%,
given by the ZVS turn-on capability lost in some operating
points when using the fixed-reference method. The proof of
that is shown in Fig. 17(c)-(e) where the inverter’s waveforms
at k=0.147 are illustrated, resulting from the fixed references
tuned at k=0.266, k=0.201, and from the variable references
of the auto-resonant scheme, respectively.

VI. IMPACT OF THE AUTO-RESONANT CONTROL IN
HIGHER POWER APPLICATIONS
To reach higher power levels, generally larger DC input
voltages are used than the one implemented in the charg-
ing of e-bikes. For example, when considering the appli-
cation of electric cars, the DC input voltage of the 50 kW

IPT system proposed in [52] can be set to a value of
800 V, which is up to 17 times larger than the one used
in the proposed 200 W e-bike wireless charging setup. Con-
sequently, the blocking capability of the H-bridge’s MOS-
FETs (Vds) would also be higher, which might lead to
more severe losses in hard-switching conditions. Therefore,
it is interesting to preliminary evaluate the benefit of the
proposed auto-resonant detection method at higher power
levels, particularly its influence on the computed semiconduc-
tor switching losses.

For this analysis, the 50 kW IPT system proposed in [52]
is considered. This solution represents the state-of-art for
future research since 95.8% DC-to-DC peak efficiency has
been reached at the rated power level. For what concerns the
inverter stage at the primary circuit, a single H-bridge in-
verter is used, where each switching cell is composed of three
paralleled 1200 V SiC MOSFETs, namely C2M0025120D.
The parameters used for the switching losses comparison are
shown in Table IV which have been extrapolated from the
results of [52]. In particular, two magnetic coupling conditions
have been considered: k = kmax and k = kmax/1.5. Based
on (2), IOFF = 6 A for each SiC MOSFET of the H-bridge
inverter ensures the ZVS turn-on in both k conditions. It is
reasonable to assume that the resonant frequency f0 increases
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FIGURE 17. Used Vref and measured ηDC-to-DC achieved with: (a) the
auto-resonant detection method, (b) the method with fixed references. The
lighter coloured areas denote that the operation at that reference voltage
is possible for both start-up and steady-state, while the darker ones
indicate that the operation is only possible at steady-state. (c)-(e)
Measurements at k=0.147, Pout = 200 W by using the fixed references
tuned at: (c) k=0.266, (d) k=0.201, or with (e) the auto-resonant scheme.

by about 2% in the misaligned condition k = kmax/1.5. This
coupling factor corresponds to 120 mm of longitudinal coils’
offset with respect to the aligned position, which results into a
lower equivalent coils’ self-inductance. After that, the detec-
tion references Vre f + and Vre f − can be calculated according to
(6)-(8). In this way, the propagation of the delay circuit �t can
be compensated such that the ZVS turn-on in correspondence
to IOFF can be achieved. Since this 50 kHz implementation
uses an FPGA to process the gating signals, the time delay �t
is unknown and likely to be different than the one measured in
Section IV and Section V. For the sake of completeness, three
values of �t have been considered in the calculation of Vre f +
and Vre f −, namely 100 ns, 200 ns, and 400 ns. As expected,
the voltage references Vre f + and Vre f − that detect the same
IOFF becomes larger as �t increases.

The results of the switching losses comparison are shown
in Fig. 18 for the three values of �t and depending on the
magnetic coupling condition. In Fig. 18, Psw,auto-res is the
switching power loss resulting from the auto-resonant de-
tection method. On the other hand, Psw,fixed(k=k max)
and Psw,fixed(k=k max/1.5) are the switching power loss
resulting from the feedback control that uses fixed reference
voltage tuned at k = kmax and k = kmax/1.5, respectively. The
turn-on and turn-off switching energy losses Eon, Eof f of the
SiC MOSFET, and reverse recovery charge QRR of the anti-
parallel diode have been extrapolated from the datasheet of
C2M0025120D. It is important to point out that the values of

TABLE IV Parameters Used for the Computation of the Switching Losses
Shown in Fig. 18, Extrapolated From the 50 kW IPT System Proposed in [52]

FIGURE 18. Comparison of the switching power losses depending on the
magnetic coupling k according to the 50 kW IPT system in [52].
Psw,auto-res is the switching loss resulting from the auto-resonant
detection method, Psw,fixed(k=k max) and Psw,fixed(k=k max/1.5) are
the switching losses resulting from the feedback control with fixed
reference tuned at k = kmax and k = kmax/1.5, respectively. The losses are
computed for different propagation delay �t .

Eon and Eof f depend on the drain current ID flowing through
the MOSFET during the switching instant. Specifically, the
switching power losses have been calculated for each MOS-
FET as

Pon(of f ) = Eon(of f ) · f0 (11)

PRR = QRR · Vin · f0 (12)

From Fig. 18, it is possible to notice that the auto-resonant
detection method minimizes the switching losses and keeps
them constant over the varying magnetic coupling since it
adapts the reference voltage to switch at the same IOFF = 6 A.
On the other hand, the detection references tuned to the fixed-
voltage correspondent to the aligned coupling condition k =
kmax would result in hard-switching at the lower coupling
condition. This occurs because the delay �t would not be
compensated entirely, which results in the H-bridge converter
switching at a non-optimal current. This hard-switching op-
eration should be avoided because it increases the switch-
ing losses by nearly five times over the auto-resonant de-
tection case, where a considerable contribution comes from
the reverse recovery of the anti-parallel diodes. Addition-
ally, the detection references tuned to the more conservative
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fixed-voltage correspondent to the lower coupling condition
k = kmax/1.5 would result in higher turn-off losses than
in the auto-resonant scheme at the aligned condition. This
happens since the detection reference would overcompensate
�t , which translates into a higher IOFF . This scenario is
less disadvantageous than the previous one due to the good
switching-off behavior of the SiC MOSFETs. However, in
reality, this excessively inductive current might affect the to-
tal DC-to-DC efficiency of the resonant converter negatively
because of the unnecessary circulating reactive power. Ad-
ditionally, it is clear that both the detection methods with
a fixed reference voltage becomes more critical in terms of
switching losses in some operating conditions, especially as
the propagation delay �t increases. Additionally, as discussed
in Section V-A, the auto-resonant detection method benefits
also the tracking of the optimized ZVS point in the presence
of load variations.

As a result, the auto-resonant detection method is applica-
ble and beneficial while tracking the resonant frequency also
in high power IPT applications.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper explains and verifies the proposed auto-resonant
detection method for the H-bridge converter used in wireless
charging applications. The auto-resonant scheme provides a
sensible way to track the system’s natural resonant frequency
by measuring the resonant tank’s current. This method’s main
advantage is that it can achieve the same optimum zero volt-
age switching turn-on operation at a wide range of magnetic
coupling and loading conditions by dynamically compensat-
ing for the delay introduced by the control circuit. This is
particularly important in wireless charging applications since
the operating conditions are generally not fixed, and this vari-
ability can be taken to an extreme condition, such as it would
be found in dynamic wireless charging. The implementation
of the auto-resonant scheme is performed using variable ref-
erence levels for the current detection that depends on the
current slope at the resonant current’s zero-crossing. This
concept has been proven mathematically, through simulations,
and then experimentally with a 200 W e-bike wireless charg-
ing system. The auto-resonant scheme has been benchmarked
against the conventional natural resonant frequency detec-
tor that uses fixed references. As a result, the auto-resonant
scheme extends the operable magnetic coupling and loading
range, widens the soft switching region, and improves the DC-
to-DC efficiency of the tested e-bike charger of nearly 1%.
Furthermore, the proposed auto-resonant scheme has shown
considerable benefits also in the high power wireless charging
application of 50 kW since it can keep the switching losses of
the H-bridge’s semiconductors constant over the usable coils’
magnetic coupling range.
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